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Introduction
As the preamble of Indian constitution declares India is a socialistic, democratic, republic state. Constitution is the supreme law of the land.
All the laws derive their authority and force from the constitution and constitution derives its authority from the people. The constitution
provides that “no tax shall be levied and collected except the authority of law”. The constitution includes three lists in seventh schedule
provisioning authority to central and state governments to levy and collect taxes on the subject matter listed in the three lists.

Tax is very important aspect in every individual’s life of this world. Every human being is affected and effected by it. During ancient
civilization the king used to collect the revenue from citizen of his kingdom in the form of cash and in kind. No one is left out from
payment of tax of his kingdom. Merchants and traders from outside used to trade after rewarding king with valuables. King in return was
taking welfare activities from the fund collected in the form of tax. The traces of taxation we can find in Kautilyasarthshatra.

Diagrammatic Flow of Current Indirect Taxation System in the Country
Constitution Of India,Under Article 246, Seventh Schedule Part III
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Bottlenecks embedded in current taxation structure
The current tax regime in embedded by lot many challenges , intricacies , complexities which ls leading to low revenue to the Government,
at the same time satisfying  greedy business men to grow him richer and richer whereas pushing down common man into the deprived.

The loopholes of current Indirect Taxation are enumerated below:
Suppose a manufacturer in India manufactures/renders goods/services till the end product reaches consumer stages of taxation and price
paid by end consumer which reveals the double taxation by below enumerative example.

Cascading Effect/ Double Taxation Effect/ Tax on Tax Effect(Sale within the State)
Taxable Transaction Existing Indirect Tax

System
GST- Tax System

Cost of Raw material 1000 1000
Tax on Raw materials 100 100
Value Added by manufacturer 200 200
Cost of Finished product 1300 1300
Excise Duty(CENVAT) 10% on the  Value Addition (including his profit
margin)200

20 (CGST+SGST)10%
200
20

Total Cost including tax – 1320 1320

Manufacturer sells to Retailer  at price 1320 1320

Retailer s Value Addition to the product including margin 200 200
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Sales Tax/VAT payable by  Retailer @ the rate of 10%  on 1520
(Cost ,1320+ Value addition,200)= 1520

150.20 (CGST+SGST)10%
200
20

Total Price of the Product (1320+200+150.20) 1670.20 1540 (1320+200+20)

Effective Ta x payable is
(100+20+150.20)

270.20 140 ( 100+20+20)

(In the above case it’s assumed the manufacturers and retailer’s value addition to the product is 200 and Tax rates assumed be 10% both
excise duty and VAT)

A. Excise Duty and Sales tax are under VAT regime but set off of the taxes paid not applicable for these two taxes. Hence, on excise
duty the sale tax is paid that means TAX ON TAX.

B. One product is severed by two taxes namely excise duty and sales tax.

Under current tax regime it is from the above illustration it is evidenced that it is imperative to common man to pay high price to the
product which shall be avoided from GST Regime.

Different Tax rates by different states for the same product
Existing tax regime allows the states to decide their VAT rates for goods/services manufactured and sold. Constitution has empowered in
the state list to levy tax rates. Currently we have 33 states including union territories. Each state has different tax rates for the same
products which distorts the unified common market. It is imperiling to the common economic market. States which are levying lesser tax
rates attract the more investments where as other states falls to disadvantage. For example in Delhi the Ex-showroom Price of the car is
500000whereas the same car sold in Karnataka is 600000 due to the difference in tax rates. Delhi Charges

Table showing the different tax rate for same product in different states
State Delhi Andhra Pradesh

Product Petrol Petrol

Point of levy At the point of First Sale At the point of First Sale

VAT 32.55% 20%

Goods and services are taxed separately
Existing Provision lays down that service tax is levied by center. The tax rates for service and goods are different currently service tax rate
with effect from July-2016 is 15% where as effective product tax rate comes up to 12.5%. The different tax rates leads the imbalance
growth between service and manufacturing.

Ambiguity in tax laws :   Multiple tax laws, different ruling in different courts on tax issues, controversial provisions in taxation laws,
overriding of mother law by subordinate legislation and rulings , constitutional pluralism etc.. leads to increase in litigation , confusing
aura , misinterpretation.

Anti-business Environment: The existing regime of taxation is anti- friendly environment to do business in India. Once the litigation on
tax disputes enters the court it lags years to reach out verdict which hinders the business growth. High compliance cost in filing,
registration, payment, leads to slow growth of business.

Certain sectors are exempted from tax: The products which are exclusively processed in SEZ are free form levy of VAT. The state
exchequer tends to be marginalized due to poor collection of taxes,Due to all these challenges thrown by existing regime of indirect
taxation Indian economy has not reached double digit growth till today. Industrialists are behind the top lawyers to avoid tax and protect
from tax disputes. Increase in cost of overheads, fees, commission, etc. resulting in high prices for goods and services not withstanding
essential commodities as well.

Goods and services taxes regime to iron out the wrinkles of Current Indirect Tax regime

With the above backdrop it is imminent to eradicate the distortion, cascading, double taxation, non -compliances etc. to make India into
unified common economic growth fostering to double digit growth. With this aspect India put step far ward to adopt and adapt the GST.
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Indian constitution in its basic tenets adopts fiscal federalism. The very basic essence of this is center and states should be of independent in
resource mobilization and financial independence. Financial independence is the backbone of the fiscal federalism. Every state should be of
independent in discharging its functions to thrive welfare of the state. At present due to controversial legislation on indirect taxes both by
center and the state impending the federalism form of Government. To explain with the example in central sales taxes the legislation is
enacted and tax levied by center but tax is collected by the state. Excise rules or rates or decided by the center where in goods are
manufactured in states. In some cases center is prohibited to impose taxes and some cases state is prohibited as well this intricacies defeat
the very basic principle of fiscal federalism.

With all these , it is an ardent necessity to economy to shift towards  value added tax regime in other words goods and services tax regime
to attain  the unification of common market and to attain inclusive economic growth.

Goods and services tax in India: The major tax reform of the century to eliminate the distortion in indirect tax is GST. Even though
country started tax reforms since 1980  but still could not achieve the expected results. Even today the exports of our country are costlier in
western markers. Though import substitution / contraventions tax schemes are prevailing yet could not stop more imports and less exports.
This trend results amassing of economic wealth of our country by western countries .consumers are paying the high price sue to double
taxation on products and services. Some services are escaping from the tax net.

The proposed GST  in the way of reform would bring major benefits to Consumers, Industrial environment and to the Government.This is a
comprehensive tax policy which is growth contributor to the Indian economy.

Constitutional amendment bill 122nd

All we should know first is why constitution amendment bill ?  The basic reason behind this rationale is, currently constitution of India
does not permit parallel levy of indirect tax both by center and state Governments which is prerequisite / essential for GST, to make
provision this constitution amendment bill is introduced in LokSabha .

The constitution amendment bill enables both central and state Governments to levy indirect tax on goods and services.
GST- Defined: New Article 366(12A) of the Indian Constitution, defines Goods and Services Tax (GST) to mean any tax on supply of
goods or services or both except taxes on the supply of the alcoholic liquor for human consumption.
New Article 366(26A) defines service to mean anything other than goods.

Significance of GST: The relevance of GST is discussed under four categories
Transparency Easiness Optimistic  Growth Avoidance of

anomalies in existing
tax regime

 Every supply of goods &
services is comes under
GST ambit. No chances of
escape from tax

 Input tax credit across the
value chain

 Every dealer has to register
based on threshold limit

 Invoice carries the accurate
tax element which known to
consumer of exact amount
of tax he is paying

 All the services comes
under the GST

 Prohibition  to tax evasion
and avoidance

 Very simple in
understanding and
compliance

 Unified common Law
for both center and
state

 Nullifies double
taxation

 Reduction in
cascading effect

 Removal of state
barriers that is entry
tax

 All taxes are
subsumed such as
Excise duty, service
tax, sales tax etc.

 Reduction in prices of
goods and services

 Higher revenue to the
Governments

 Accelerating economic
growth

 Industrial Friendly/
business friendly
environment

 Exports would be
cheaper.

 Attracts more
investment by way of
FDI( Foreign Direct
Investment)

 Imports costlier
 Win-win situation

 No Double
taxation

 No too many
taxes

 No difficult
in
compliances

 GST- Brings
One market,
One Tax,
One economy
One nation

Brief list of Key features and impact of current tax regime vis-vis GST
Existing Indirect Tax regime GST- Tax Structure Regime
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Key features/ Impact Key features/ Impact

 Feature: Goods and services are taxed separately Goods
tax and service tax

 Impact: Two taxes with different rates creates confusion
and difficult to take input tax credit if Goods & service
clubbed and provided to consumer.

 Feature: Goods and services are taxed uniformly both
subject to single tax

 Impact: No hassles in taking input tax credit, thus
decrease in price of the product

 Feature: Levy of Tax is point of origination, point of
sale. That is where goods/ services are originated as
well as soldDestination based

 Impact: one commodity taxed two times. Hence, double
taxation

 Feature: Destination based tax system. Point of levy of
tax is on consumption. That is the place where actually
goods is consumed.

 Consumption based

 Impact: Exports would be cheaper and imports would
be costlier.

 Feature: Central Government impose Excise duty,
Service tax, customs duty, central sales tax whereas
State Government impose sales tax/VAT and local
taxes:

 Impact: Increase in over head cost due to more stringent
compliance.

 Feature: All taxes are subsumed and one single tax
levied by center and state Governments parallel

 Impact: Decrease in price of the product , ease of
compliances , business friendly.

 Feature: Input tax credit is not available for CENVAT
against VAT.

 Impact: Traders search alternative to avoid taxes, as this
increases their cost of production

 Input tax credit available for across jurisdiction of
center as well as state

 Impact: Transparency in business transactions

 Feature: Different tax rates for same product across the
states

 Impact: No common market or economy

 Feature: Single Tax rate irrespective of any state that is
CGST & SGST

 Formation of unified common market

 Feature: Some sectors are exempt from VAT and
central tax

 Impact: Lesser revenue to the Government which
impediments taking up welfare schemes

 Feature: No sectors are exempt from GST. Every
transaction is taxed

 Impact: Higher revenue to the Government . More
welfare schemes undertaken.

 Feature: Tax on Goods & Services manufactured/
rendered

 Impact: Scope to escape from tax.

 Feature:  on supply of goods & services
Impact: Every transaction is taxed in the country

 Feature: Intra state transactions get input tax credit but
not inter-state transaction

 Impact: Impact on profits of distributor, higher prices
for intra state goods & services.

 Feature: Both inter-state and intra state transactions get
input tax credit

 Impact: Less cost to the distribution and supply chain .

The basic proposition of GST/VAT is  tax on final consumption that is , Tax is levied where exactly the consumption takes place so that
business is free from burden of tax.
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Following are the key benefits to stakeholders of the GST/VAT
Table showing the key benefits of GST/VAT to the respective stake holders

Trade & Commerce:
 Exports would be cheaper level playing field to

international market.
 Reduction in compliance costs ensures high

competitiveness to domestic industries
 Reduction in tax cost results in decrease in cost
 Very simple tax regime. No complexities in filing

returns. Claiming input tax credit is seamless across
the supply and distribution channels.

 Mitigation of double taxation / cascading
 A few tax rates and lesser exemptions
 Uniform market enables domestic industries

competitive advantage
 Small traders also comes under the umbrella of

taxation
 No scope for evasion and misleading  in filing tax

returns
 Lesser litigations

Consumer:
 Consumers are final beneficiary in respect of payment

of lesser taxes on the goods /services consumed
 Well aware of tax amount paid by for consumption as

invoice entails the exact amount of tax
 Lesser price for goods/services
 Increase in purchasing power capacity
 Rise in income level
 Rise in savings
 Proliferation in investment avenues
 Capital formation and economic growth

Government:

 Huge revenue to the Government which facilitates to
take welfare schemes

 Lesser litigation

 Avoidance of tax erosion

 Achievement of fiscal feudalism

 Avoidance of multiple tax, multiple levies,
proliferation of legislations

 All economic transactions comes under the ambit of
taxation

 Brings cordial relationship between center and state in
revenue generation and sharing

 Harmonization of taxation

 Smaller states get huge benefit for to achieve their
development

 Uniform taxation across the country

Economy :

 Unified Economic market

 Lesser litigation of tax disputes

 Harmony with other Countries

 Business interest of FDI is secured

 Acceleration of  economic activity

 Domestic industries  dos get level plying filed with
counterparts

 Higher exports , lesser imports  results in growth in
foreign exchange reserves

 Reduction in deficit balance of payments

 Growth across all the sectors industry, agriculture,
service and foreign trade

Important elements of GST

GST – Destination based tax Instead of Origination based;
Currently tax is levied and collected on origination based. Where as in the proposed GST model it is consumption based. This principle
will be benefiting the state where more consumption takes place. The consumption states get more revenue . Of course it is imperil to the
manufacturing states.

Most of the manufacturing  state like Tamil nadu, Gujarath etc. would lose the revenue . However, it is proposed that the center would
make good of losses incurred by States.

Unified Common economic market: As per the article 301 of the Indian  constitution provides  freedom of free trade and commerce
across the country. This provision even uphold by the Supreme Court of India in the case of  Amazon v/s State of Gujarath, Karnataka. Fact
of the case, Amazon, snapdeal, flipkart  these online merchandised portals are facilitating sales of goods & services across the states
through E-commerce model.

To illustrate with example “ A person sitting in Mysore can book mobile for his mother staying in Kolkota , through a Bangalore based
online portal Flipkart, where the mobile is  delivered from the State Maharashtra. Such being the case  , in current taxation regime it is the
state which is delivering the mobile gets the revenue through sales tax /VAT, whereas the state which is consumed kolkota is in revenue
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loss. Understanding  this, states such as Karnataka and Gujrath levied entry taxes on the products purchased through e-portals . This was
questioned by online portal(Amazon) in High court and which was appealed to supreme court . The supreme court in its judgment quoted
the article 301 and uphold the provision. The case still pending for judgement.In the proposed GST model, the above intricacies would be
resolved.

Revenue Neutral Rate: Once the GST is implemented most of the revenue of the states through Sales tax would flow to center. By this
way states revenue would be affected. Thus, states want the GST rate at which their loss is offset. On the other hand, Center would lose the
portion of service tax which is currently in levying and collected by the center. State would get the share of service tax.  Now , Question is
to which rate should be brought in ?  Most of the countries have highest rate being the 30% and lowest is 5% .

Table Showing the GST rates of adopted by160  countries
Region No.of Countries Tax Range   (%)
Asean 7 7-12
Asia 19 5-20
Europe 53 5-27
Africa 44 5-40
South America 11 10-22
Oceania 7 5-15
North America 19 4-17.5

Source: Countries implemented VAT/GST (website)

Proposed GST Rates
In India still it is under discussion for deciding the rate. It is very crucial arrive at the rate where both Governments and Common man
would be benifited. Economic Advisor to the PMO ,Arivnd Subramanian is proposing three categories of rates .

Category Tax range

Basic Essentials 5-7%

Other Products 12-17%

Luxury products 30-40%

Source: Economic times

Opposition parties Congress in parliament have suggested the ring fencing of GST rates which should bring the constitution bill. However,
it was ruled out by the ruling party and decided to empower the GST- Council to decide the rate.

GST Models – International level
In the world around 160 countries have adopted GST model of taxation. France is the First country to adopt GST model in 1960. There are
different models of GST which is entailed in below table along with the features:

National GST Model
 Tax levied by center and revenue is  shared

with the states

State GST model
 Tax levied by States

Non-Concurrent dual GST Model
 Tax on goods levied by

Center
 Tax on services levied by

State
Concurrent Dual GST model

 Tax on both goods & services is levied by
Center & state

Quebec Model
 Separate Legislation for State &

center

Gst Model Adopted By  India
India  is adopting the Concurrent GST  Model

 Tax on both goods & services is levied by Center & state

Issues and Challenges of proposed GST Model
Revenue Neutral Rate: The major challenge of the GST is “Tax rate”Loss of revenue to the manufacturing state: The GST regime is
destination based tax. The levy of taxes on the supply of services. The forgone revenue by the manufacturing states is compensated by the
entre for the period of 5 years. However, there is no consensus from the states. During the Rajyasabha poll Tamilnadu MPs were walked
out.
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Tax litigation: At present tax regimes the states have to power of punish or exempt the dealers involved in tax litigation. To explain this
with example, In Chief minister of state has the power to waive off the interest on default of state VAT. But what happens once the GST is
implemented. States lose the empowerment which states are refusing to forego the authority.

Small traders & Small companies are suffered: Fixation of threshold limit is the major challenge to convince the states. Under proposed
GST it is stipulated to 10 lakh per annum. This covers all small scale industries which are currently are exempted from tax. States are
arguing that they need share of revenue from tax whose business turnover is exceeds threshold limit for which center is not agreeing.

Elimination of concessions, rebates hindrance the business growth: Under current tax regime , there are several exemptions, concessions,
rebates from taxation based on the nature of product/service, transaction, area of establishment etc. However, in the GST regime all these
are subsumed. This hinders the development of business and growth.

Basic essentials are under the scope of GST: Current tax regime exempts levying taxes on basic food items and essentials such as
agricultural products to mitigate the burden on the common man. And some of the goods / services are taxed at minimum rates. This would
not be the same in case the GST regime. If taxes are imposed on the basic essentials than the inflation affect the common man severely.

Cascading effect continues: GST on Petrol and Diesel: Currently the petrol and Petroleum products are kept out of the GST which will be
decided by the GST council. The levy of excise duty continues on these products. If in the GST regime , if these products are taxed than
cascading effect continues as the tax paid on petroleum used in manufacturing cannot be given input credit this would continues the
plethora of cascading regime.

Registration ambiguity: Under the proposed GST model   1  CGST and 33 SGST legislation needed. In this case a dealer doing business in
12 states has to take 12 registrations if he is doing business in 33 states than 33 registrations are required. It enhances the working capital
cost and  complexity in doing business.

Free supplies are taxed: The existing indirect tax regime exempts the tax on the free sales. These sales are part of the promotion of the
brand or product. Business firms obtains leverage of it for their success. However, in the proposed GST regime, levy is on supply of
goods/services and hence business is suffered with additional levy. This impact the growth of business firms economically.

Stock transfers are taxed: FMCG companies have set up branches and warehouses across the country to supply their product to masses.
Currently the goods are transferred from manufacturing base or origin based to warehouse are not taxed as the tax is source based. And it is
also legitimate not to levy tax on stock transfers. However, In the GST regime even these transactions are taxable. The issue is open to
address by GST committee.

Conclusion
India is a country of diversity, it may in culture, race, religion, language etc. Economic development in the nation of having distinct
diversity which cannot be seen anywhere in the world is not an easy task. In the view of the world India is country having very much
potential to grow in terms of industry, agriculture, services, technology. All most one third of world MNC companies are having its
presence in India. Even Indian companies also having footprints across the world. The major strength of her is human resource which
accounts one fifth of world population. Having these strengths still economic development is far due to several factor. Ones such factor
which is curtailing growth is, Distorted taxation regime. To eliminate the perils of distorted indirect taxation regime GST is major reform
taken by Indian Government. This would definitely bring positive results in economic growth and it is not far to see our India as a
Developed nation.
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